SECURING AMERICA’S INFRASTRUCTURE
IT-CNP delivers premier information technology solutions to a
portfolio of Federal, State and Local Government customers. We
provide a variety of IT operations, cyber security, FISMA compliant
hosting and IT logistics serices as a core set of its offerings and
supplies industry leading certified professionals with proven
government and technical experience. Having a management team
comprised of seasoned industry professionals with diversified IT
service backgrounds and capabilities, IT-CNP is able to support
demanding government technology mission requirements with
emphasis on IT service management efficiency, cost effectiveness
and 100% customer satisfaction.

100% CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION PHILOSOPHY

COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS

EXTENSIVE GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT EXPERIENCE

IT OPERATIONS

FISMA CLOUD HOSTING

Originally founded as a high availability
network infrastructure consulting
company, IT-CNP continues to provide
technology infrastructure and operational
support services based on decades of effective
government implementations and Information
Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) best practices.
Through lessons learned, our unique perspective and
strategic recommendations IT-CNP delivers efficient
mission critical technology infrastructure support.
Lessons learned lead to unique perspective which then
leads to strategic recommendations.

IT-CNP’s FISMA Cloud Hosting
offerings consist of the hosting
industry’s best practices applied at
our FedRAMP-certified and audited
cloud datacenters that feature: multiple bandwidth
providers, precision environment, conditioned
redundant power, 100% availability SLA, over 300
implemented management, operational, technical
controls, and individual security controls to
accommodate the most demanding cloud security
needs required by DOD and civilian agency
hosting requirements.

CYBER SECURITY

IT LOGISTICS

Our cyber security practice consists
of information assurance solutions
that include cyber security governance
development, threat and impact
assessment, contingency planning, on-going risk
analysis, security compliance audit, cyber security
compliance reporting, vulnerability remediation,
security awareness training, penetration testing,
incident response, forensic support, as well as
independent cyber security verification and validation.

IT-CNP specializes in government IT
supply chain optimization that lowers
costs and enhances mission value
for our government customers. We
provide logistics management services in support
of the following public sector customer requirements:
IT project, program and portfolio management,
efficient program control, IT acquisition and
integration support, program outreach, CIO advisory,
business data analytics as well as market research.
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